
Digital Forensics Investigation
We live in a digital era where almost everyone possesses at least a couple of electronic 
devices, which allow cybercrime to be committed much more easily. That is why Digital 
Forensics Investigation becomes growingly important for protecting the data stored in your 
devices.

Professional data analysts

Top tools of computer forensics

Expertise in identifying the source of confidential information leaks

Data analysis as convincing evidence in court to facilitate further legal
actions 

Data recovery service to unveil your desired information

HERALD excels at Digital Forensics Investigation with:

Our service can be a great assistance in areas such as:

Investigation of business fraud, data theft and identity theft

Matrimonial Investigation

Background Check

Asset Search

Due Diligence

Step 1: Evidence Acquisition

Our investigators will do the following once we have obtained the concerned devices:

Inspect and preserve the stored data

Acquire relevant information to be used as evidence

Check if any data is damaged or lost
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Step 2: Data Recovery (if necessary)
Digital evidence may be intentionally modified, encrypted, damaged or deleted in attempt to cover up tracks of 
crimes, deceits or unfaithfulness. Hence, we will take the following procedures:

Recover data in digital applications such as SMS, messaging applications (e.g. Whatsapp), phone calls, emails, 
media files, location, web browsing history, etc.

Reveal critical information including the sender and the recipient of the contents as well as the time when 
they were created, accessed or deleted

Step 3: Analysis of Digital Data
Having secured important evidence, we will then proceed to: 

Analyse and reconstruct the process of the digital crime

Prepare a report with precise and comprehensible data analysis in details for easy understanding


